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Calling All Texas Cities:
in the wake of last February’s ice storm...

Do you know all you should
before buying electricity?

Not-fo-profit TCAP is pleased to offer this FREE educational brochure to help demystify buying
electricity in Texas’ complex deregulated market—especially now in the face of changing legislation
due to the storm. The Primer covers a broad range of behind-the-curtain tactics many for-profits
employ. This is indispensible knowledge you will want to be armed with before deciding whom to trust
as a partner for your community’s power needs. Topics include: Retail Electric Providers. TDSPs. Brokers.
Aggregators. Purchasing Co-Ops. RFPs. For-profits. Not-for-profits. $/kWh. ERCOT usage patterns, and
more. See why we say TCAP is about saving Texas cities money—even those that are not a part of us.

FOR YOUR FREE COPY EMAIL:

info@tcaptx.com

OF CALL US TODAY AT

972 764-3136
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ABOUT THE COVER
The City of Baytown is finding
creative and meaningful ways
to connect with citizens for a
stronger community.
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MESSAGE H FROM THE PRESIDENT

MARTHA CASTEX-TATUM
Vice Mayor Pro Tem, City of Houston
TML President

Dear Texas City Official,
The theme of this month’s magazine is one that I feel strongly about—community engagement. While
it’s fairly easy to hear from our voters about what they need from us, it can be challenging to motivate them to be part of the solution. Voter engagement is exactly what’s needed to make our cities
stronger: voters working hand-in-hand with their elected officials to create outstanding communities.
There are some great articles inside about unique and creative strategies that city officials are implementing to engage their residents. From helping to build equity and resilience, to taking a “whole
of government” approach to new debt projects, to building support for a pet adoption center, you’re
bound to be inspired by some or all of these innovative approaches.
I think it’s important to remember that our citizens don’t elect us to city office just to have us disappear
into city hall to pass ordinances, set tax rates, and draw zoning maps on our own. They elect us to
help inspire them to build better Texas cities! Good government happens when there’s a partnership.
There’s no other way.

Martha Castex-Tatum
Vice Mayor Pro Tem, City of Houston
TML President
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TML H NEWS

Record-Setting TML Annual Conference
in Houston
The October 6-8 Texas Municipal League Annual Conference and
Exhibition in Houston was the second highest attended conference
in the League’s history with 2,782 attendees and 1,917 exhibitor staff.
Thanks to the City of Houston for their support and hospitality, our

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

sponsors and exhibitors for their commitment to Texas cities, the
conference speakers who shared their time and expertise, and our
city officials who make TML an outstanding organization.
Look for our post-conference wrap up in the December issue of
Texas Town & City.
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You Won the Election! Now What?
Prepare for a successful term by attending our Newly Elected City
Officials’ Workshop on January 21, 2022 in San Antonio. This oneday workshop will answer your questions and address many of

December 2-3 in San Antonio for the next PFIA Workshop. This
session meets the training requirements under state law, and is
designed for elected and appointed officials at all experience
levels and from all-size cities. Register at www.tmlpfia.org.

the issues you’ll face as a newly elected official. You’ll learn about

Your Crowning Professional Achievement

governing openly, ethical governance, parliamentary procedure,

The Texas Municipal League Institute (TMLI) rewards elected

and more. Most importantly, you’ll leave the workshop with the

city officials for time spent on professional development.

tools and knowledge you need to serve your community with

Acknowledgement

confidence. For more details, visit https://tmlnewlyelected.org.

continuing education units (CEUs) within a calendar year begins

for

completing

a

specific

number

of

with a certificate of recognition and increases to the prestigious

Next Public Funds Investment Act Training
The Public Funds Investment Act (PFIA) requires investment
officers, treasurers, and chief financial officers (if the treasurer is
not the CFO) to receive 10 hours of training within 12 months of
taking office, and to renew every two years with an additional

Certified Municipal Official (CMO) designation. Are you on track
to earn your CMO or another TMLI award designation this
year? If you need more credits to earn your designation, check
the TML training calendar for upcoming programs.

eight hours of instruction. Is your city in compliance? Join TML on

I love this public space. It would be very
nice to have a bench in the shade, for
people to sit & enjoy this mini city green.
View discussion
Like
Zoom in

Dislike
Street View

2 Days ago
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Requests

for 2021 CEUs must be received no later than January 5. H
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RISK POOL H NEWS
Pandemic Update: A Young Firefighter
and That Knock on the Door
For the family of any first responder, the ultimate fear is that
knock on the door that might come one day. For the wife
and parents of 31-year-old Roger Dean of Seguin, it wasn’t
because of a catastrophic firefighting hazard. It was the
virus.
Since early 2020, more than 3,000 COVID-related workers’
compensation claims have been reported to the Risk Pool
by first responders, with over $50 million in losses incurred.
Sadly, of those claims, 20 have ended in a fatality. As 2021
progressed, the frequency of COVID-19 claims reported
to the Risk Pool began falling, mirroring those in the
general population and presumably due to people getting
vaccinated. That was before the COVID-29 Delta variant
began sweeping across the nation.
As of September 2021, new infection rates are skyrocketing
at a faster rate than summer 2020. Prior to the Delta variant,
the Pool was receiving around five to ten new first responder
workers compensation claims per week. Since the variant,
the number is approaching 100 per week.

Over 13,000 Texans have been hospitalized with the
disease, and less than half of Texans are vaccinated. While
the Delta variant has led to some “breakthrough infections”
of vaccinated people, vaccines remain the best hope for
reducing the numbers. On August 23, the United States
Food and Drug Administration gave full approval to the
Pfizer vaccine. Others should be close behind.
Rather than rely on statistics, which are readily available,
take 13 minutes to listen to Episode 8 in the Pool’s Stronger,
Together Podcast (see the “STP” button on www.tmlirp.org).
In it, you’ll hear about Roger, the Seguin firefighter who
recently lost a valiant battle with the virus.
In a powerful and moving podcast interview, firefighter
Roger Dean’s widow and parents talk about his COVID-19
diagnosis on Christmas day 2020, before he could get
vaccinated, and the four-month hospitalization that ended
with his death on April 23, 2021.
Roger’s wife Stephanie said this: “When you’re young, you
don’t think about that, and you don’t think it can happen to
you. Roger was 31 years old. We just bought our house.
We just had a baby girl about four months before he got
infected. And you don’t think it can happen to you but it can.
It definitely can.”
If you are unvaccinated or have an unvaccinated person in
your family, you need to hear this family’s story. H
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Monthly
Claim Counts

Workers' Compensation Covid-19 Claims

Safe. Simple. Local.
Keep your large public
deposits safe and working
for your community.1
With IntraFi Network Deposits , formerly ICS
®
and CDARS , the full amount of your large deposit
can be used for local lending. Across the United
States, local and state governmental organizations
use IntraFi Network Deposits to access multimillion-dollar FDIC insurance through a single
bank relationship and to eliminate the burden of
ongoing collateral tracking, while earning a return
that can compare favorably to Treasuries and other
alternatives that share a similar risk profile. Funds
can be placed into demand deposit accounts, money
market deposit accounts, and CDs.
®

SM

®

See if your bank offers
IntraFi Network Deposits or
find one of the thousands that do.
IntraFiNetworkDeposits.com

[1] When deposited funds are exchanged on a dollar-for-dollar basis with other banks in IntraFi’s network of financial
institutions, a bank can use the full amount of a deposit placed through IntraFi Network Deposits for local lending, satisfying
some depositors’ local investment goals or mandates. Alternatively, with the depositor‘s consent, a bank may choose to receive fee
income instead of deposits from the banks. Under these circumstances, deposited funds would not be available for local lending.
Placement of funds through IntraFi Network Deposits is subject to the terms, conditions, and disclosures in the program
agreements, including the Deposit Placement Agreement (“DPA”). Limits apply and customer eligibility criteria may apply.
Program withdrawals may be limited to six per month for funds placed in MMDAs. Although funds are placed at destination
banks in amounts that do not exceed the FDIC standard maximum deposit insurance amount (“SMDIA”), a depositor’s balances
at the relationship institution that places the funds may exceed the SMDIA (e.g., before settlement for a deposit or after
settlement for a withdrawal) or be ineligible for FDIC insurance (if the relationship institution is not a bank). As stated in the DPA,
the depositor is responsible for making any necessary arrangements to protect such balances consistent with applicable law.
If the depositor is subject to restrictions on placement of its funds, the depositor is responsible for determining whether its use
of IntraFi Network Deposits satisfies those restrictions. IntraFi Network, Network Deposits, and the IntraFi hexagon are service
T Eregistered
X A S T O Wservice
N & Cmarks,
I T Y • of IntraFi
• NNetwork
OVEMBE
R 2021
marks, and IntraFi, the IntraFi logo, ICS, and CDARS are
LLC.
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HEALTH POOL NEWS
H

2021’s “Cures” for Rising Healthcare Prices
There’s no question about it, healthcare prices are rising. In
2019, nearly $3.8 trillion was spent on healthcare in the United
States, and in less than a decade, that number is expected
to almost double. With the average person estimated to be
paying approximately $18,000 a year by 2028, everyone is
scrambling to find the solution for these rising prices.

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

So much so in fact, that there have been dozens of socalled “cures” springing up. Many of which, unfortunately,
have ended up being more expensive when utilized.
As these new cost-saving attempts grow in popularity,
it’s important to remember that while they may not all be
scams, by understanding the root of these rising prices,
you can create a healthcare litmus test to determine which
solutions have potential.
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questions need to be asked:

Against the litmus test, this fails by putting all risk on the
employee, not being transparent on the definition of
specialty, and thus not actually addressing one of the big
three price drivers.

1.

Reference Based Pricing

The Healthcare Litmus Test
When assessing potential money-saving options, four

2.

3.

4.

Is it addressing one of the three main price drivers:
Hospital Care, Physician Services, or Prescription
Drug Costs? Sixty-one percent of all healthcare costs
are going to one of these three. If the proposal isn’t
addressing one of them, it isn’t going to be particularly
effective.
Is there transparency in the pricing/operation? If a
company won’t give detailed billing breakdowns,
comprehensive contracts, or transparency of their
operations, you don’t know where your money is going.
How many “middlemen” are involved? The more entities
added to the healthcare process, the more the price
must be hiked to pay them all.
Who is taking the risk in case of an emergency? When
the worst-case scenario happens and an employee
needs special care, who is taking on that expense?

How any possible “cure” stacks up against these four
questions can determine if it is a viable option or if it’s simply
cutting costs by cutting corners.
Let’s take this litmus test and apply it to two of the
biggest trends springing up in 2021 to see if they are
just fads or are actually sustainable healthcare models.

Plans Without Specialty Drug Coverage

Instead of working with an insurance company, Reference
Based Pricing (RBP) means employers hire a third-party
“repricing” company to determine a fixed multiple of
Medicare that the employer will pay a provider directly for
services. This process is meant to save money except:
These plans often have no out-of-pocket maximums for
employees. If reference based payment is less than what
the provider will accept, that difference falls entirely on the
patient. Putting all the risk on the employee fails the litmus
test.
These repricing companies are giving employers the
data on how much was “saved” after the fact and keeping
negotiations behind closed doors. No transparency and an
additional middleman fails the litmus test.

No Miracles Yet
While these are just two of the biggest cost-saving “cures”
up against the litmus test, it’s safe to say there is no miracle
cure for rising healthcare prices right now. It’s always an
option to take on risk and pay for something cheaper,
hoping nothing bad will happen. However, if something
does, the best solution is still a basic health plan that
balances a deductible with a monthly rate inside one’s
budget. H

By dropping specialty drug coverage from plans, employers
can save money. That sounds like it could work except: what
defines a “specialty” drug?
Despite 1.7 million Texans being diagnosed with diabetes,
a million with pre-diabetes, and another half million
estimated to be undiagnosed, many diabetes medications
are considered specialty drugs. The same with arthritis (19.8
percent of Texans suffer from arthritis). The average Texan
may define “specialty” very differently from what plans
define them as.

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •
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CITY LIGHTS
H

an artsy attraction for anyone in Grapevine and beyond
who wanted to escape the stress of the pandemic.
“The Rock Art Trail is a beautiful symbol of our community’s
resilience and resolve in the face of such a devastating
and disruptive pandemic,” said Olsen, who placed the
first cluster of rocks that started the collection. These
rocks consisted of a simple happy face, an Oklahoma
University logo, blue bonnets, a mountain and stream
scene, a galloping horse to represent the Grapevine
Mustangs, and rock zero was the Iceland national flag.
After Penny and his daughters discovered the rock art trail
near their home, they painted a few rocks and picked the
perfect spot to place them. While most of the world was
shut down due to the pandemic, he connected with artists
around the world who would later donate rocks to the trail.

Grapevine’s Rock Art Trail Achieves Guinness
World Records® Title
The City of Grapevine Parks and Recreation department and
pioneers behind the Grapevine Rock Art Trail have officially
broken the Guinness World Records® title for the Largest
Display of Painted Pebbles with a total of 24,459 rocks.
The Rock Art Trail first began in March 2020, as a way to
inspire and uplift the community during the harsh reality
of the COVID pandemic. The trail lies between WallFarrar Nature Trail and the trail connection from Parr Park
along Big Bear Creek. This community-driven project
was led by Ron Olsen and Chris Penny, both Grapevine
residents, who joined forces to transform the trail into
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“What started as a random act of kindness to spread joy and
positivity during the pandemic has grown into something
extraordinary,” said Penny. “It amazes me that people from
all over the world have sent rocks to be placed on a trail
that they might not ever visit. These works of art have
led to the trail being filled with laughter, new friendships
being developed, people spending more time outdoors,
couples holding hands, and childhood memories being
relived. In essence, the rock trail ended up being exactly
what the community needed during these unique times.”
This Grapevine trail filled with thousands of rocks is now
“a wonderland of tiny paintings” as described by the
Washington Post. Community members, along with artists
from all over the world, are now a part of this meaningful
world record due to coming together during trying times.
“Grapevine is a community of togetherness,” said Kevin
Mitchell, Grapevine Parks and Recreation Director. “It
is amazing what has been accomplished on the Rock
Art Trail and the positive impact it has had on so many.”
To learn more about the story behind the Rock Art Trail, visit
GoGrapevine.com/Blog.
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Brownsville Recognized for Its Culture of
Learning
The City of Brownsville was recently recognized by The
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV) for the City’s
continuous efforts to develop their employees’ soft skills.
UTRGV, through the Office of Professional Education and
Workplace Development (PEWD), presented Brownsville
City Manager, Noel Bernal, with the Innovation in Professional
Education Award, following the City’s First Annual Employee
Leadership Conference – Exploring the Total Alignment
Galaxy. The award acknowledges employers who cultivate
a culture of learning, while continuously working towards
improving the workplace and valuing its employees.
The conference, the first of its kind, was an opportunity
for all city employees to experience an environment that
promoted their leadership development while exploring
topics that are related to the city’s organizational culture.
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It was held at the Brownsville Events Center with 553
employees participating in person and virtually throughout
the three-day event.
Jayshree Bhat, Assistant Vice President for the Office
of Professional Education and Workforce Development
stated, “This is the first time that the Office of PEWD has
launched this type of recognition and your organization
has earned this by meeting the criteria we developed
for this award. We hope that other cities around the
region adopt the same mindset and core values.”
Bhat added, “It’s been a pleasure to work with the City of
Brownsville administration team for the past year to develop
and provide customized training on professional soft skills
that are becoming more important than ever in the highly
competitive workforce.”
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San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg, San Antonio Zoo CEO Tim Morrow, and San Antonio Chief Sustainability Officer Douglas Meinick

City Manager Noel Bernal said, “We value our partnership
with UTRGV as we develop our employees’ leadership skills
at all levels of the organization for success in a 21st-century
environment. This award is a validation of our efforts.”

San Antonio installs first EVSA Electric Vehicle
Charger at San Antonio Zoo
The City of San Antonio announced the installation of its
first publicly accessible Level 2 electric vehicle (EV) charger
as part of a comprehensive program to advance the City’s
climate action and air quality goals. Through a unique publicprivate partnership, Blink Charging Co. is installing a stateof-the-art IQ 200 Level 2 EV charging station at San Antonio
Zoo. This project is part of the City’s Electric Vehicle San
Antonio (EVSA) program, led by the Office of Sustainability.
EVSA is a multi-faceted program designed to support
electric transportation and EV drivers through education,
encouragement, infrastructure, and policy with a focus
on equity. Electric vehicles produce zero emissions. The
first phase of this project includes 50 dual-port chargers
deployed in strategic locations around the City. Blink
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and CPS Energy, San Antonio’s municipal electric utility,
have conducted thorough assessments to identify ideal
locations for its IQ 200 Level 2 EV charging stations.  
“I’m excited to see this project come to fruition,” said
Mayor Ron Nirenberg. “As the Mayor and an EV driver, I
support these new charging stations being installed on
City property not only as an amenity for our residents,
but also as a visible sign that we are committed to clean
and technologically-advanced transportation choices.”
“Having an EV charger at San Antonio Zoo compliments our
focus on conservation,” commented Tim Morrow, President
and CEO of the San Antonio Zoo. “We are thrilled guests can
charge their electric vehicles while enjoying time at the zoo.”
The new EV chargers are part of the statewide Texas
Volkswagen Environmental Mitigation Program (TxVEMP)
through the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ). This historic $10.4 million fund is specifically for
establishing Level 2 charging across Texas in order to
improve air quality.
The partnership will provide a new
revenue stream for the City of San Antonio, with revenue from
the charging station shared between the City and Blink. H
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SMALL CITIES' CORNER
H

“The Hamburger Story: Ground in Webster” communications
project was packaged as a 36-page, full-color, high-gloss
magazine that connected and celebrated the story of the
beloved hamburger, the City’s large inventory of restaurants
and entertainment venues that serve up burgers in enticing,
creative ways, and more than a dozen of the City’s police
officers who dined at the restaurants, posed with the burgers,
and offered insight regarding their duties, experience, and
specializations. The visual pairing of police officers holding
delectable hamburgers with a comprehensive account
of the restaurant’s menu offerings and incredible dining
experience was fused with the police officer’s biography.
“Sergeant Burger” (or Sergeant Jamie Sherrill) was featured
enjoying the glorious Pit Boss Burger at Pappas Delta
Blues Smokehouse, and “Captain Burger” (or Captain John

Cops and Burgers: The Hamburger
Story – Ground in Webster
By Dr. Betsy Giusto, Economic Development Director,
City of Webster

EMPOWERING

In the wake of a defund the police movement and the
Coronavirus pandemic, the City of Webster’s economic
development team created a communications project
designed to elevate and promote the City’s exceptional
police department, in conjunction with its array of restaurants
that serve America’s favorite food—the noble hamburger.
The project was needed to bolster the public’s view of police
and importance of public safety in a community, endorse
the police department’s mission and officers, and stimulate
the restaurant industry through a uniquely appealing,
homespun, patriotic approach focused on uniformed police
officers enjoying a delicious hamburger and restaurant
hospitality.
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THE LONE STAR STATE

Tyler empowers the lone star state with cloudoptimized solutions. We pride ourselves on delivering
powerful, intuitive local government solutions —
anytime, anywhere.

tylertech.com
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Vaughn) was featured at BB’s Tex-Orleans enjoying Da’
Cheeseburger.
Coverage for each police officer and restaurant included
photos of the general manager serving the burger to the
officer, a detailed review of the restaurant’s burgers, unique
menu offerings and dining experience, and an insightful
account of the officer’s duties, experience, expertise,
dedication, and service. As examples, some of Sergeant
Sherrill’s accolades included his 15-year service with the
City, certification as a civilian response active shooter
event instructor, initiator of the Police Department’s drone
program, and many more certifications and descriptions of
his duties. Captain John Vaughn was acclaimed for his 15year service, including nine years as a K-9 master trainer,
graduate of the prestigious FBI Academy—Class 277, fire
arms instructor, impact munitions instructor, and much
more.
The public—including Webster’s 11,000 residents and
2,300 businesses—were mailed an uplifting, engaging, and
attractive publication that communicated the message
that Webster restaurants were open, vibrant, alive, and
cooking to provide the best burger and dining experience.
It also affirmed that Webster police were highly trained
professionals with impressive credentials and stellar work
history—yet very down to earth—accessible, approachable,
and personable.
Both direct and indirect benefits were derived from this
communications project. Certainly, the restaurants and
entertainment venues welcomed increased business
and appreciated the phenomenal promotion of their
establishments. A large number of the highlighted venues
requested copies of the magazine to display, and some
reported that they received special recognition from their
corporations. The City also enjoyed increased sales tax
revenue from increased sales. In addition, the Webster
Police Department’s brand, mission, and officers were
validated internally and externally by city staff, elected
officials, residents, and businesses. The goal of highlighting
the importance of the police profession and public safety
sector that are critical to any city’s operations, growth,
development, and quality of life was achieved and has had
a positive effect on police recruitment and retention. Copies
of the magazine continue to be disseminated inside the
Police Department and inside all municipal buildings, as this
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popular publication remains relevant.
This communications project, which took about six weeks
to complete, fostered great camaraderie among police, city
hall, and businesses. The economic development director
(writer of the magazine) and economic development
marketing coordinator (photographer and magazine layout
designer) produced the magazine in-house. The cost to
print and mail the magazine was $4,000. The magazine
reached the public in late January 2021.
The project has had a positive impact on the City, as it
brands Webster as vibrant, business-friendly, safe, secure,
service-focused, and in touch with constituents. Residents
and businesses alike have commented on the interesting,
well-written coverage of the restaurants’ burger offerings,
coupled with an insightful, remarkable view of Webster’s
police officers.
On the heels of the “Cops and Burgers” success, Webster’s
Fire Department staff members readily voiced their support
in covering Italian, seafood, or Tex-Mex restaurants in the
City while providing insight into their duties, experience, and
areas of expertise. H
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Wellness
Beneﬁts Your
Employees
Will Use!
TML Health doesn’t
just oﬀer incredible
health beneﬁts, we
actively make your
employees healthier.

How We’re Activating Texans:
• $900K pledged in cash incentives
to healthy employees!
• +1000 lbs. lost (in just the ﬁrst half!)

“It’s not a beneﬁt
unless you actually
use it.”
-Joe Cardenas, Assistant City
Manager of Uvalde & TML Health
Board of Trustees Member

• +1000 video learning courses taken!
• By reaching out to YOU for diabetes
and hypertension treatment!
• +2000 members provided with
$360K in FREE virtual checkup kits!
• 24/7 access to mental and physical
medical professionals!

You’re paying for your employees’ beneﬁts,
choose the plan that puts them ﬁrst.
TML Health Beneﬁts Pool is a non-proﬁt trust organization created by political subdivisions to provide group beneﬁts services to participating political
subdivisions and is not an insurance company. This contains proprietary and conﬁdential information of TML Health. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Texas,
a Division of Health Care Service Corporation, a Mutual Legal Reserve Company, an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
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By Kevin Roberts
TML Law Clerk

LEGAL H Q&A
Editor’s note: This is the second part of a two-part Q&A on
electricity regulation in Texas. The first part appeared in the
September 2021 edition of Texas Town & City.

Q.

What caused the February 2021 power outage

crisis?

A.

There was no singular cause of the power outages, but
the primary cause was generator failure. Although, electricity
transmission and distribution infrastructure largely remained
operational during the crisis, the amount of power produced
was far lower than demand. While detailed descriptions
of the failures remain confidential, the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas (ERCOT) said that weather-related causes
like frozen equipment were the primary cause of the outages
that escalated rapidly during the early hours of February
15. As plants worked to solve the weather-related issues,
there were an increasing number of equipment and fuel
failures that slowed the process of restoring the system’s
capacity. Additionally, the demand forecasts for the storm
underestimated the electric demand for the storm and weather
forecasts did not accurately predict the severity of the storm.

Every type of generator suffered from significant capacity
loss during the storm, but natural gas had the worst gap
between expected performance and actual performance.
During the winter months, Texas gets most of its electricity
from thermal generators like natural gas and nuclear.
Natural gas-fired plants are the largest contributors to
the state’s winter electric generation capacity, and the
outages at these plants significantly exceeded the worstcase scenario. There were several interconnected issues.
Frozen equipment at the plants was the first major issue.
The weather had caused major capacity losses at natural
gas producers due to issues like frozen wellheads. Second,
the Texas Railroad Commission (RRC), which regulates the
natural gas production industry, had lax weatherization
requirements for the natural gas industry. Electricity outages
and communication failures also compounded the problem.
Although natural gas infrastructure requires electricity to
operate, a surprisingly large number of gas producers had
not identified themselves as critical infrastructure, resulting
in avoidable outages that in turn made it hard for generators
to secure fuel supplies at any price. For example, Oncor’s
CEO testified that Oncor started the event with 35 pieces of
critical natural gas infrastructure on their “do not turn off” list,
but added 168 more by the end of the event.
TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

Moreover, data from natural gas market participants
indicates that 67 locations (electrical meters) were in both
the generator fuel supply chain and enrolled in ERCOT’s
voluntary Emergency Response Service (ERS) program (a
paid load reduction program), which would have cut power
to them when those programs were called upon on February
15. At least five natural gas locations in the generator fuel
supply chain that later identified themselves to the electric
utility as critical natural gas infrastructure were enrolled in
the ERS program.
Additionally, wind generation is primarily designed to meet
the predictably high demand during the summer rather
than the winter. Indeed, the total unavailability of wind
generation is one of the extreme scenarios discussed in
ERCOT’s winter 2020-2021 planning documents, and wind’s
expected contribution to the grid was expected to be low
under normal circumstances. As such, while much has been
made about the role renewables played in the crisis, they
actually experienced fewer days at peak capacity outages
compared to thermal generation—which is not to say that
the state would not have benefitted from requiring better
weatherization among renewable generators like wind and
solar.
The crises in both the electricity and natural gas supply
chain resulted in unprecedented market disruption. Both
natural gas and electricity were hundreds of times more
expensive than in normal circumstances, with over $50
billion in electricity traded during the crisis. The cost of
natural gas served during the crisis is not public, but the
total amount is likely also in the billions as reported by
various media outlets.
The full impact of this disruption is still not clear. The crisis
produced winners and losers. For example, generators
running gas-fired power plants had unprecedented fuel
costs that resulted in losses despite the high electricity
prices. CPS Energy, owned by the City of San Antonio, found
itself down over $1 billion, mostly due to the cost of natural
gas used to generate electricity.
The possibility of windfall profits led generators to try their
best to maintain and restore capacity during the crisis, but
system capacity barely rose until temperatures increased.
High prices possibly prevented the crisis from worsening,
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but the state will likely continue to examine how effective its
market design is at addressing a crisis caused by sustained
adverse weather conditions.
The Energy Institute at the University of Texas prepared
a detailed report funded in part by the Public Utility
Commission (PUC) that recounts the factors contributing
to the disruptions in electricity and natural gas service
in Texas during Winter Storm Uri. The report can be
found here on the PUC’s website: https://www.puc.
texas.gov/agency/resources/reports/UTAustin_(2021)_
EventsFebruary2021TexasBlackout_(002)FINAL_07_12_21.
pdf.

Q.

What is the cause of the ERCOT conservation alerts
that have occurred since the crisis?

A.

Since the crisis occurred, ERCOT has issued
conservation alerts that have been misunderstood by some
members of the public as a sign that the system could be
on the brink of a collapse similar to the February winter
storm. To take an example, ERCOT issued a conservation
alert the week of June 14, 2021. Demand is typically highest
during hot weather, and that week was unusually hot. This
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was coupled by an atypical number of power generators
that were under repair during the same week. If a shortfall
occurs under those conditions, it likely will be far smaller than
the shortfall that occurred during the winter crisis. Under
normal weather conditions, the state is very unlikely to see
large numbers of generators shutting down at once. While
there is a possibility that demand could exceed supply, the
gap between demand and supply would likely be relatively
small. That situation could result in rolling blackouts during
peak hours.
Part of the issue is also that ERCOT is issuing conservation
alerts in situations where it may not have issued an alert
in the past. ERCOT has said that alerts result in significant
demand decreases, help keep the system stable, and far
away from the situation Texans experienced during Winter
Storm Uri in February of 2021.

Q.

What did the legislature do to reduce the risk of
similar crises in the future?

A. The Texas Legislature passed several bills responding

to the crisis during the 87th regular legislative session. Senate
Bill 3, the omnibus bill addressing weather emergencies
and power outages, was the most significant. Many of the
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specifics of the reforms are unclear at this point, because,
in many cases, the bill directs agencies to adopt rules to
achieve the bill’s goals.
The bill creates: (1) an outage alert system; (2) various
consumer notification requirements; (3) an agency that will
map the electrical supply chain; and (4) an agency that will
coordinate between the PUC, the RRC, and certain other
agencies. It also orders new pre-planning for outage events
and emergency operations planning by generators. The
bill also requires weatherization of the state’s electricity
generation infrastructure, including natural gas producers
who supply electricity generators. The regulatory agencies
will adopt rules about proper weatherization and employ
inspectors who will verify that generators have complied
with the rules. Violations may be punished by fines of up to
$1 million per day of noncompliance.
The bill aims to address some of the failures that made
the winter crisis so severe, including a mandate for
weatherization reforms. Whether these reforms are effective
will depend upon the adequacy of the rules adopted by the
PUC and RRC, the amount of voluntary compliance, the
vigor of enforcement, and the strength of future storms.
The Legislature also touted Senate Bill 2 as a significant
reform bill. S.B. 2 changed the composition of ERCOT’s
board, which had consisted mostly of market insiders, and
replaced them with political appointees. It is hard to predict
how this will impact ERCOT operations.

Q.

What can cities do to prepare for future outage
crises?

A.

The winter storm crisis was a harsh reminder of how
disruptive power outage events can be. Even though the
chance of similar disasters occurring is remote, there are
many threats to electrical services. One of the lessons of the
February 2021 crisis was that government at every level was
not prepared for multiple days of disruption to the electric
system. Cities can mitigate risks by: (1) communicating
with residents; (2) planning ahead to ensure that critical
customers are properly designated; (3) developing
mitigation action plans (MAPs); (4) acquiring and maintaining
backup generators; and (5) reviewing existing emergency
plans.
First, a city should communicate with its residents about
risks of power outages and encourage its residents to
prepare for the possibility of future outages. As part of S.B. 3,
the Texas Division of Emergency Management (TDEM) will
be producing winter storm disaster preparedness materials.
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Second, cities should plan ahead by working to ensure
that all critical customers are properly designated. Critical
customers consist of three basic categories: (1) critical
load public safety; (2) certain industrial customers; and (3)
critical care residential customers. See 16 Tex. Admin. Code
§ 25.497(a). Critical load public safety customers include
hospitals, police stations, fire stations, and water facilities,
as well as any other infrastructure necessary to protect
public safety. Critical industrial customers include industrial
customers for whom electric service interruption will create
dangerous conditions. S.B. 3 requires all municipally owned
electric utilities to periodically provide, with bills sent to retail
customers, the types of customers who may be considered
critical care residential customers, critical load industrial
customers, or critical load according the PUC rules, and
the procedure to apply for that designation. Tex. Util. Code
§ 17.005(f). The PUC already has rules and forms regarding
these designations that do not apply to municipally owned
utilities. 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 25.497(b).
As an example, the PUC form for critical load customers
is available here: http://www.ercot.com/content/wcm/
key_documents_lists/174326/Final_-_pdf_-_App_for_gas_
pipeline_load_v020320.pdf
The PUC form for critical care customers is available here:
https://www.puc.texas.gov/industry/electric/forms/
critical/ccform.pdf
While customers are responsible for their own critical status
designation, a failure to secure the proper designation could
result in public safety emergencies that the city must address.
See Tex. Gov’t Code § 418.304 (requiring local governments
to conduct wellness checks on medically fragile individuals
during an extended power outage). As such, cities should
make every effort to ensure that customers who need a
continuous power supply are registered. To that end, a city
may want to maintain its own registry of critical infrastructure
for use during service interruption emergencies to allow it
to proactively address risks.
Third, cities should consider developing and maintaining
FEMA-approved MAPs. See 44 CFR § 201.6. Texas cities
are already responsible for developing emergency
management plans (EMPs). Tex. Gov’t Code § 418.106. MAPs
are a separate kind of document, describing the nature and
extent of vulnerability to various potential disasters and
the actions that can be taken to mitigate those risks. Many
federal grants are contingent on having a MAP in place.
TDEM administers these plans and also provides planning
assistance to localities.
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An overview of what is required is available here:
h t t p : // t d e m . w p e n g i n e . c o m / w p - c o n t e n t /
uploads/2019/08/04-Local-Mitigation-plan_review_
guide_final_9_30_11.pdf.
Both EMPs and MAPs can be developed at the city level
or in collaboration with neighboring jurisdictions. Cities may
also wish to reevaluate certain risks in their existing EMPs,
as many existing plans appear to have underestimated the
possible impact of severe winter storms.
Fourth, cities should consider acquiring and maintaining
backup generators. S.B. 3 amended the Water Code to
require that water utilities have plans for continued operation
during an emergency. S.B. 3 lists 14 options that a water utility
can utilize to maintain operations, including maintenance
of automatically starting auxiliary generators, hardening
of the electric transmission and distribution system
serving the water system, and water storage capabilities.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
has
prepared
the
following
website
to
implement those requirements: https://www.tceq.texas.

gov/drinkingwater/homeland_security/disasterprep/epp
When possible, cities should consider going further
and ensuring that emergency responders have backup
generation capacity sufficient to stay operational for several
days. Any additional capacity, especially mobile generators,
could prove to be an asset. Generators can be expensive,
but federal grant funding may be available for cities that
have FEMA-approved MAPs through the Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program (HGMP) and Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program.
FEMA has a guide to applying for generator funding:
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/fema_
eligibility_generators_fundable_project_under_hmgp_
pdm_02-19-15.pdf.
Fifth, cities should review their EMPs in light of the winter
storm crisis. What did the city do efficiently? What could it
have done better? Were there unforeseen needs? The crisis
was a test of the city’s emergency plan during an unusually
harsh and lengthy disaster, and the lessons drawn from it
may be useful even in very different disaster situations. Real
all-hands-on-deck disasters are thankfully rare. But that
means that each time one occurs, the city should reevaluate
its planning, since experience often uncovers flaws in even
the most well-considered disaster plans. H
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EL PASO RECEIVES
NATIONAL RECOGNITION
AS ALL-AMERICA CITY FOR
FIFTH TIME
By Rebecca Trout, All-America City
Award Program Director, National
Civic League

El Paso was once again designated as one of the National
Civic League’s 2021 All-America City winners by showing
that it is engaging residents to create an equitable and
resilient place for all to call home.
In a year filled with an unprecedented confluence of
challenges, it was fitting that this year’s All-America City
theme was “building equitable and resilient communities,”
with resilience being the trait that allowed communities
to survive, and equity being a key to making sure history
doesn’t repeat itself.
All-America City applicants for 2021 were asked to discuss
the strength of their civic capital – the formal and informal
relationships, networks, and capacities they use to make
decisions and solve problems. They were also asked to
provide examples of community-driven projects that have
adapted and transformed the community to be more
equitable and resilient.
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In the last three years, El Paso’s resilience has been tested.
2018 put El Paso at the center of an international migration
crisis, in 2019 the community was a target of a domestic
terror attack and just when the city began to recover, the
COVID-19 crisis descended. Even though the extent of
these crises could not have been predicted, El Paso was
prepared. Prepared not just because of the emergency
response systems in place, but because the community
itself is engaged, empowered, and resilient.
On August 3, 2019, a young man entered a busy Walmart in
El Paso and opened fire. His actions resulted in the death
of 23 individuals, 48 injured, and countless others deeply
affected.
The need to stand up a resiliency center for long-term
community recovery was identified. In collaboration with
county and city governments and funding through the
Office of the Governor, United Way of El Paso County
(UWEPC) was entrusted to be the backbone agency to host
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suffered. When COVID took away the ability to meet in
person, those discussions were held virtually.
In March of 2020, YWCA introduced a two-pronged
approach to introducing community-wide online racial
justice initiatives. Reading with YWCA offers guided
readings of children’s literature featuring diverse characters
and subject matter. The Courageous Conversation series
features guest speakers and panels discussing social
issues over Zoom.
El Paso’s second project detailed its COVID-19 pandemic
response. At the onset, an interdepartmental team from the
City of El Paso was created to manage the challenges of
COVID-19. That team was charged with equitably deploying
pandemic relief programs to ensure a strong emergency
response, and an inclusive and resilient recovery plan.
The first step was to capture a snapshot of vulnerabilities
and priorities at the pandemic’s onset. Non-profits, partner

The leader in modern cloud ERP
software for our nation’s cities,
counties, and state agencies.

the El Paso United Family Resiliency Center (FRC) and lead
efforts in long-term recovery.
The FRC opened its doors on December 19, 2019, offering
a place of healing and support dedicated to serving those
directly and indirectly affected by the tragedy. The focus of
the FRC is to disseminate information and assist community
members in navigating the variety of services available in
response to August 3rd.
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Following the 2019 shooting, the YWCA also spearheaded a
series of dinner conversations where community members
could engage in civil discussions about issues related
to race and racism in light of the trauma El Pasoans had
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public entities, and neighborhood stakeholders established
an informed prioritization of needs. The assessment
revealed the following priorities:
• Ensure that those impacted by COVID-19 have
access to food, utilities, shelter, childcare services,
and homes free of domestic violence.
• Deliver direct financial support to individuals,
families, and small businesses struggling to meet
financial obligations.
Next, the city identified community partners to help deploy
the $31 million in federal aid that was committed to the
relief program. Since the start of the pandemic, over 10,000
households have been provided rental support, more than
2,600 households were able to keep utilities running, 2,000
families and essential workers have access to childcare,
and over 103 million pounds of food have been distributed.
Additionally, the YWCA partnered with the city to provide
childcare and emergency respite childcare as part of the
COVID relief effort. The partnership between the YWCA
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and the city made possible more than half a million dollars
in childcare at no cost to families. More than keeping
families working, this program kept hundreds of children
connected to remote schoolwork, ultimately keeping the
COVID learning gap closed.
Despite the heavy investment into pandemic relief programs,
many residents were unaware of the opportunities for
assistance or the eligibility and application process to
receive aid. United Way of El Paso County’s Community
Resiliency Center (CRC) began increasing awareness and
providing information and navigation support. Much like
at the FRC, resiliency navigators provide personalized
case management, connecting individuals and families to
credible programs and services to address their specific
needs.
El Paso was also able to provide shelter and support for
those experiencing homelessness. The City, alongside
community partners, immediately rallied to create surge
capacity and relocate over 80 individuals into a new shelter.
Ultimately, shelters cared for more than 3,000 individuals,
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with less than three percent of those individuals being
impacted by the virus and with zero cases originating from
the shelter.

And a special shout-out to Dallas, a 2021 finalist, and the 30
other Texas communities that have won the award in past
years.

These projects demonstrated El Paso’s commitment to
resilience and equity and clearly met the criteria required
of All-America Cities, which include: Shared Vision; Civic
Engagement; Inclusiveness and Equity; Collaboration;
Innovation; and Impact. This award honors the progress
and innovation demonstrated through the community’s
cross-sector partnerships in these project examples. We
celebrate El Paso’s courage to recognize its challenges and
move forward to get the hard work done collaboratively,
innovatively, inclusively, and with maximum civic
engagement.

Join us! In partnership with the Campaign for Gradelevel Reading, the 2022 theme is Housing as a Platform
for Equitable Learning Recovery.
You can access
information about the 2022 award theme at https://www.
nationalcivicleague.org/america-city-award/how-toapply.

Congratulations to El Paso and the other All-America
Cities that are leading the way by engaging their whole
community to create resilient and equitable communities.

For those thinking further ahead, the theme for 2023 will
involve the well-being of children and youth engagement.
Details to come later.
Year after year, communities across the country remind
us that in trying times, we must work together, whether
it be educational institutions, nonprofits, the faith-based
community or businesses, the most effective responses are
those that are collaborative and inclusive. H
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BAYTOWN BUILDS
COMMUNITY
THROUGH
ENGAGEMENT
By Sabrina Martin,
Community Engagement Coordinator, City of Baytown

In late 2020, the City of Baytown made a commitment to
embrace community engagement. Baytown hired its firstever community engagement coordinator and launched a
number of engagement initiatives which are improving the
community’s relationship with local government.

works yard, and learned what actions a hostage negotiator
might take. Through the Academy, participants were able
to debunk common misconceptions surrounding city
departments and learned about new ways to get involved
with their local government.

One of the most successful engagement programs has
been the Baytown Civic Academy. The goal of the Academy
is to take citizens behind the scenes of city departments,
teach them how local government works, and inspire and
empower graduates to participate in shaping Baytown’s
future. The Academy’s first cohort launched in the summer
of 2021 with 15 residents from the Baytown area. Ten
classes were held over 12 weeks, and participants had the
opportunity to tour the City’s fire training center, 9-1-1 center,
and waterpark. Participants also planned a simulated
city event, got up close to heavy machinery in the public

Baytown also launched a Neighborhood Empowerment
Grant Program. The program provides mini-grants to
neighborhood groups interested in planning communitydriven improvement projects. Eligible projects support
neighborhood goals under the categories of beautification,
neighborhood safety, and connecting neighbors. In the first
year of funding, six projects were selected that include
neighborhood entrance signage, traffic cabinet minimurals, wall murals, and National Night Out sponsorships.
Through these projects, the community engagement team
has been able to connect and strengthen relationships
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at the neighborhood level. The team also supported the
formation of new neighborhood associations.   The City of
Baytown looks forward to another year of empowering its
residents to help build a better Baytown.
The debut of a digital engagement platform called Baytown
Engage has allowed the community engagement team
to host these initiatives in a central location. This platform
offers residents a place to share ideas and concerns
without having to call or visit City Hall. Baytown Engage
has introduced more than 25 projects to the community
including construction projects, public hearings, community
projects, public art, and more. The platform is set up to
allow residents to ask questions, participate in surveys or
polls, share stories, make recommendations, and sign up to
volunteer. The Community Engagement team has partnered
with a variety of public and private entities, such as Harris
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County Public Health, Texas Department of Transportation,
and the United Way of Greater Baytown and Chambers
County, to ensure that Baytown residents are well-informed
about projects that directly impact them. Baytown Engage
has attracted significant traffic with nearly 21,000 site visits
since its launch. Over 6,000 participants have contributed to
forums, answered surveys, asked questions, or downloaded
information.
As the City of Baytown continues to grow and change, so will
community engagement. Finding creative and meaningful
ways to connect with the people we serve will lead to
stronger local communities. H
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MURPHY IMPLEMENTS ‘WHOLE
OF GOVERNMENT’ APPROACH
TO BOND PROJECTS
By Celso Martinez, President, Municipal Voice

Of the many and varied transactional relationships that
we hold with businesses, companies, organizations,
corporations, and the myriad other entities that we interact
with on a daily basis, the most consequential of these, by a
large margin, is the one we have with our local government,
and it’s not even close.
The extraordinary relationship between residents and local
governments is unique and generally uncontroversial. City
management teams, for the most part, make legitimate
and sincere efforts at ensuring that the public is aware
of the intricacies of their shared relationship. There are
times, however, that the symbiotic relationship is tested,
most especially during Capital Improvement Project bond
programs. Often, the election night euphoria produced
when bonds are approved by voters is among the final times
that residents ever hear about the bond program and its
projects.
The City of Murphy, under the guidance of City Manager
Mike Castro, PhD, decided to tackle this paradigm headon, upending the traditional ‘trust us, we got this’ approach
with an active, inclusive, and open process that set a new
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standard for community involvement.
While people rightfully have an expectation of equitable
reciprocity with companies they do business with, the
commercial, private enterprise transactional connection is
largely defined by products or services exchanged for a fair,
or at least agreed to, price. Customers and clients will judge
the value of their transactional relationship along several
tracks such as price, level of satisfaction, and the proverbial
‘bang for the buck.’
In these scenarios, even a small change in the price
point for the product or service, or a less than adequate
response to a grievance, or any in a wide array of real or
perceived inconveniences or lapses in service are often
sufficient grounds for a suspension or termination of a
transactional relationship. The competitive climate for the
consumer dollar is dynamic, and customer churn can spell
the difference between success and mere survival for a
commercial concern.
In stark opposition, however, the transactional relationship
that we as residents and citizens have with our local
government is completely devoid of the competitive
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wide array of services confidently on city staff’s professional
management of them, often without a second thought.
However, the relatively high level of citizen satisfaction
with local government services, and the concomitantly low
volume of expressed dissatisfaction, can become sharply
double-edged. Because citizen squawking may be low to
non-existent, there exists a possibility that city staff can be
lulled into an uncharacteristic sense of laxity and comfort,
confident that their work is both valued and appreciated.
This can manifest itself most insidiously when staff oversees
contractors and consultants related to major Capital
Improvement Project (CIP) bond programs. Since many of
these projects are far beyond the usual capabilities of city
staff, CIP bond programs are generally contracted to other,
specifically structured entities, after the appropriate level of
due diligence is completed.
It’s at that precise point – the handoff – that the impulse to
step aside makes itself most tempting.

pressure that we see played out in other connections. For
example, we can purchase our groceries by choosing to
shop at any number of stores and locations. We can, after
due deliberation, enter into a contract with a roofer of our
choice, or decide that pizza rather than burgers suits our
fancy.
But if our home or property is burglarized, or we have an
auto accident, or a grass fire threatens our homes, or a street
surface requires attention, there’s only one place to turn.
These, among many other services including water, parks
and open space management, and the active cultivation
of economic development, are exclusively provided by the
local municipality.
Even those basic services where competition might exist,
like solid waste collection, there is a dependence on the
local government for provision and management of those
services.
Thus, for city residents, the transactional relationship with the
municipality is relatively simple. City dwellers agree to share
the costs of these services and place their dependence on a
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For Murphy’s Mike Castro, however, the opposite impulse
took hold. After an extremely successful and productive
project identification and ranking process resulted in a
neatly-packaged set of CIP recommendations to the City
Council, he implemented a "whole of government” approach
to essentially shepherding the projects to completion, far
beyond the bidding and awarding phases, where many city
administrators may feel the bulk of their work is done.
Following the preliminary work of the Capital Projects
Advisory Committee (CPAC), where volunteers appointed
by the City Council for the expressed purpose of putting
together the slate of potential projects to put before the
voters, Council pared down the propositions that eventually
made it to the ballot.
During the CPAC deliberations, staff from virtually every City
department was intimately involved in each aspect of the
decision-making process, providing CPAC members with
information, preparing audiovisual presentations, answering
questions, and providing their unique first-hand knowledge
and expertise to the development of the potential project
list.
Once pared down to the most essential projects as
determined by CPAC and submitted to Council, the list
was further refined at that body’s final review to four major
categorical propositions.
Castro and his staff immediately began the process of public
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information. Press releases, large and small community
meetings, presentations at homeowner’s association
meetings, several well-attended Town Hall meetings, and
countless conversations all formed part of the educational
process that continued until almost election day.
Up to this point, the Murphy process differed little from
virtually every other city proposing such projects to voters.
Eventually of the four propositions presented to the voters,
three passed convincingly. Generally, it’s at this juncture
that many cities pat themselves on the back and loosen
their connection to the process.
Castro, leaning on his experience both as a long-time
municipal executive and former Army officer, expressed his
intent to ensure that the cooperative successes enjoyed at
the CPAC level were dutifully preserved to ensure that the
process was available to future Councils and administrators.
This ‘leaving a trail of breadcrumbs’ approach is designed
to ensure that successes are repeated and improved, and
errors and missteps are minimized or avoided.
He also decided to extend the experience beyond the usual
and customary. His ‘whole of government’ approach to the
bond projects after the election began to take root.
He assembled a cross-functional group of senior-level
staff and explained his desire to follow the CIP projects all
the way from design to final acceptance, an approach as
unconventional as it was innovative.
After hiring a bond program manager, Castro called an
initial meeting which not only included the usual players in
this scenario, Public Works and Finance, but also Human
Resources, Information Technology, Communications, City
Secretary, Police, Fire, and Economic Development.
Breaking entirely new ground, the group even had to come
up with its own name since none existed. The result was the
unceremonious “Post Bond Election Group” (PBEG).
That initial PBEG meeting was marked not by the usual
exhortations regarding keeping contractors honest, or
ensuring timelines and budgets were closely watched,
but rather with phrases like ‘winning and constantly
earning residents’ trust’ and ‘respecting the importance
of consistently honest communication with residents and
stakeholders.’
Membership in the PBEG meant attending monthly
meetings, chaired by the City Manager, and either presenting
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or reviewing reports filled with information from virtually
every aspect of the bond program’s projects. The monthly
reports include any and all implications from a variety of
perspectives from financial to public safety to community
involvement to web and social media updates to hiring to
special events, and everything in between.
“We’ll undoubtedly make a mistake or two along the way,”
the City Manager told the group, “and when we do, we
need to own them and rectify them. Ignoring them in the
hope that no one notices is not an option.”
That kind of ‘do the right thing even if no one sees you’ was
a new approach, even to those staff members who had
been through their own share of CIP bond programs.
Finance Director Karen Montgomery, accustomed to
briefing Council members on the progress of bond sales
and hardly anyone else, says the process opened a new
front for sharing information on the financial side of the
bond process, sometimes perilously overlooked.
“The PBEG process helped ensure that all the stakeholders
understand how the funds are reconciled and accounted
for, which better equips them to answer questions from the
public,” she said.
The theme of equipping committee members with the
information to better answer questions from the public was
not lost on the members.
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Police and Fire, represented on the committee by their
respective chiefs, each took on the task of informing
external and internal audiences of the projects’ progress
from a public safety point of view, a natural extension of
their daily interaction with the public.
The Murphy community’s intimate connection to the City
via its website made the Information Technology staff a
logical addition to the committee. The computer experts
responded with a highly detailed look at the bond projects,
their locations throughout town, and the manner in which
they proceeded to completion.
Human Resource’s participation on the committee helped
ensure that the employee population was kept abreast
of the projects through the employee newsletter, arming
them with accurate and timely information should they be
casually asked about this or that project.

City Secretary Susie Quinn, along with the City Manager’s
Executive Assistant Alicia Munoz were designated as the
“pomp and circumstance” subcommittee, charged with
developing and arranging the ceremonial groundbreakings
and ribbon-cuttings, many of which were held virtually
because of the pandemic.
Castro calls the PBEG process an unqualified success.
“The post bond election group is, in a significant fashion,
responsible for the successful implementation of the bond
program,” he said. “Some of the best ideas came from a
committee member you might not expect. Opening up
the process demonstrated the value of tapping into the
collective intelligence of the staff.”
Proof positive that the transactional relationship between
the municipality and the residents is indeed highly
consequential. H

The Economic Development staff used the information
they gleaned at the PBEG meetings for presentations
to potential businesses, Chamber members, and other
interested parties.
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MARSHALL COMMUNITY
RALLIES TO BUILD NEW PET
ADOPTION CENTER
By Jasmine Rios, Communications Coordinator, City of Marshall
The City of Marshall’s first animal shelter, constructed in
1969, was designed as an animal control facility. The building has had few improvements since it opened. The small
1,500 square foot structure served its purpose half a century ago, but in more modern times, that same building was
taking in roughly 3,000 animals a year from city and county
residents. Far too many animals were coming in with limited
space to house them, leaving Marshall with one of the highest shelter kill rates in the Nation. The dilapidated building
has been a dire issue within the City, but budget constraints
did not allow for the high cost of new construction.
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In 2018, the Animal Shelter Advisory Committee was formed.
The Committee consisted of City leaders, staff, and community members who cared deeply about the health and
safety of animals. They were tasked with evaluating and determining the best course of action to achieve and facilitate
the creation of a more spacious shelter to serve the community at large.
A year after the Committee formed, Mark Rohr joined Marshall as city manager and introduced a new concept to
guide the project: the Design/Build Method. This method
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provides an alternative to the basic competitive bidding
model of construction procurement that many cities follow.
It facilitates multi-phased projects, like the construction of a
new adoption center, without the time-consuming process
of putting each phase-out to bid.
After much discussion and consideration, the Marshall City
Council approved a resolution in October 2020 that allowed
City administration and staff to move forward with a design/
build contract for the construction of a new animal shelter.
It was clear from the project’s beginning that community involvement between local governments and citizens would
be the key to a successful venture. The cost for the building
was funded through a public-private partnership with the
City of Marshall, Harrison County, and Friends of Marshall
Animals, a local non-profit dedicated to supporting the Marshall Animal Shelter. All three parties committed to paying a
portion of the 1.6 million dollar total building cost.
This was a huge undertaking for Marshall, which was only
made possible through strong collaboration among city
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and county leaders, and most importantly our community
members. Dedicating funds for the cost of the building was
a significant feat. The cost to furnish the building with the
necessary equipment to run the facility was another issue
that had to be faced.

making a difference and saving lives at the new shelter.
Through these contributions, the City of Marshall was able
to cover the cost of a large portion of the furniture, fixtures,
and equipment needed to run the new shelter, including
desks, chairs, dog beds, and even scratch poles for the cats.

While the adoption center was still under construction in
February 2021, the City of Marshall began the “Marshall Pet
Adoption Center Mural Project.” The mural project offered
the community’s caring citizens, past residents, and visitors
an opportunity to showcase their beloved pets on murals in
the new Adoption Center’s lobby and education/orientation
room. Different sponsorship levels were offered to accommodate all price points.

Officially opening its doors on August 9, 2021, the Marshall
Pet Adoption Center is now a reality for the City and its citizens, The newly-built shelter is over 7,000 square feet,
roughly five times the size of the outdated shelter that operated for more than 50 years. It is providing the animals in
Marshall and Harrison County a better chance at life, and
has the amenities needed to attract and retain volunteers
who are essential in caring for and saving as many animals
as possible.

The community’s support and enthusiasm for this project
was astounding. Citizens were able to honor and memorialize the animals that were meaningful to them, while also
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The City of Marshall is proud to have gone from having the
oldest animal shelter in the State of Texas to one of the newest and most modern shelters. H
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RELIGIOUS
DISPLAYS
AT CITY HALL
By TML Legal Staff
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City officials should use caution when placing or allowing
religious displays of any type on public property. Although
this topic can be troublesome all year long, the issue always
seems to come to the forefront during the holiday season.
Even well-intentioned religious displays may run afoul of
the Establishment Clause of the United States Constitution,
which reads in relevant part: “Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof…” This prohibition against governmental
advancement or inhibition of religion is more commonly
known as the “separation of church and state,” and it applies
to all governmental entities: federal, state, and local.
The “separation of church and state” does not mean that
government agencies are entirely barred from recognizing
or celebrating holidays or events that have religious
connections. City holiday displays that are limited to more
secular images, like Santa Claus and Christmas trees, will
generally survive a constitutional challenge. According to
the Supreme Court in Allegheny County v. Greater Pittsburgh
ACLU, the government may acknowledge Christmas as
a cultural phenomenon, but it may not observe it as a
Christian holy day by suggesting that people praise God
for the birth of Jesus. County of Allegheny v. American Civil
Liberties Union, Greater Pittsburgh Chapter, 492 U.S. 573
(1989). Thus, a snowman and an angel displayed at a city
are more justifiable as signals that Christmas is a time for
peace on earth and good will toward men.
It is unclear whether a religious symbol, like a Nativity scene,
can lawfully be displayed by a city or on city property. There
is no federal or state statute covering this topic. Moreover,
the case law provides very few hard and fast rules for such
displays. As United States Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas observed, the Supreme Court’s Establishment
Clause “jurisprudence has confounded the lower courts
and rendered the constitutionality of displays of religious
imagery on government property anyone’s guess. . . .” Utah
Highway Patrol Ass’n v. Am. Atheists, Inc., 565 U.S. 994 (2011)
(Thomas, J., dissenting from the denial of cert.). Therefore, it
is difficult to formulate a specific set of rules to ensure that a
given display is constitutionally permissible if it has religious
symbols in it.
The Supreme Court has held that a Hanukah menorah
has both religious and secular connotations and may
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properly be displayed if the context presented is an overall
holiday setting rather than the endorsement of religion. In
Alleghany County, the Supreme Court found constitutionally
permissible a holiday display that consisted of a menorah
next to a larger Christmas tree, which was the “predominant
element” of the display, and less significantly, a sign saluting
liberty.
Part of the difficulty in determining whether a given holiday
display will survive an Establishment Clause challenge
is that the United States Supreme Court has adopted a
very fact-specific approach to dealing with this issue. The
best way to summarize the Court’s approach is that, if
the dominant theme of a holiday display seems to be an
endorsement of a particular religion, or if someone could
believe that the dominant theme of the display is religious,
then the display might not survive a challenge. For instance,
a manger scene mixed in with a Santa figure, a snowman, a
menorah, and a Christmas tree will be more likely to survive
an Establishment Clause challenge than will a manger scene
alone. However, if the manger scene is the centerpiece of
the larger display, and the other figures are much smaller
than the manger or placed in such a way that the manger
scene is the dominant theme of the display, then the display
will probably not survive a challenge.
In what has been described as the leading case on the
topic of city Christmas displays, the United States Supreme
Court upheld the authority of a Rhode Island city to
erect a Christmas display in a park owned by a nonprofit
organization. The scene included such objects as a Santa
Claus house, a Christmas tree, a banner that reads “Seasons
Greetings,” and a Nativity scene. Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S.
668 (1984). Focusing on the context of the Christmas season,
the Court found that the city had a secular purpose for
including the Nativity scene as one component of its holiday
display, which did not impermissibly advance religion or
create an excessive entanglement between religion and
government. According to the Court, any benefit to one faith
or religion or to all religions by the inclusion of the Nativity
scene in the display is indirect, remote, and incidental, and
is no more an advancement or endorsement of religion
than the exhibition of religious paintings in governmentally
supported museums. See also Town of Greece v. Galloway,
572 U.S. 565 (2014) (explaining why legislative prayer does
not have to be generic or nonsectarian).
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In 2005, the United States Supreme Court decided two
cases that provide further guidance for city officials. Both
cases concerned the display of the Ten Commandments
on public property. The cases applied the same law but
yielded contrary results. In Van Orden v. Perry, the Texas
Capitol was allowed to keep a large stone monument
bearing the Commandments. Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S.
677 (2005). On the other hand, in McCreary County v. ACLU of
Kentucky, two Kentucky county courthouses lost their Ten
Commandments displays. McCreary County v. American
Civil Liberties Union of Ky., 545 U.S. 844 (2005). In both
cases, the Supreme Court was asked to decide the legality
of nearly identical texts erected on government property.
Both cases forced the Court to review previous cases in an
effort to balance the religious and historical significance of
the Commandments. So, why different outcomes?
The sole point upon which all nine justices agreed was
that the Ten Commandments communicate both a
secular moral message and a Judeo/Christian religious
message. The Court reminded us that the purposes of the
Constitution’s “Religion Clauses” are to ensure religious
liberty and tolerance for all, to avoid religious divisiveness,
and to maintain the separation of church and state. The
Court wrestled with two competing principles for applying
the Establishment Clause:
(a) the strong role religion and religious traditions
have played throughout our nation’s history; and
(b) that government intervention in religious
matters can itself endanger religious freedom.
In McCreary County, the Court continued to rely on the
three-part test of Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971), a
decision that questioned whether:
(1) the government activity in question has a
secular purpose;
(2) the activity’s primary effect advances or inhibits
religion; and
(3) the government activity fosters excessive
entanglement with religion.
While the Court did not employ the Lemon test in the Texas
case, in both the Texas and Kentucky cases, the Court
focused on the “secular purpose” of the monuments by
looking at the context of the displays. (The Lemon test has
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increasingly been criticized by the Court and replaced by a
historical approach. See, e.g., American Legion v. American
Humanist Assoc., ––– U.S. ––––, 139 S. Ct. 2067, 204 L.Ed.2d
452 (2019).)
Were the Commandments there to communicate a
religious message? Or did they merely show a moral and
historical basis for our governments?
Although the Court did not specifically organize its analysis
in the following manner, these were the factors carefully
considered by the justices in both the Texas and Kentucky
cases:
Initiative: Erection of the monument in Texas was initiated
by the Fraternal Order of Eagles, a national civic, social,
and patriotic organization that strives to reduce juvenile
delinquency. County officials initiated the courthouse
displays in Kentucky.
Funding: The Fraternal Order of Eagles donated the Texas
monument. The Eagles also paid the cost of erecting the
monument. The displays in Kentucky were paid for by the
counties.
Approvals: Evidence from the legislative journal entries
in Texas indicated an acceptance of the donation by the
state legislature. The Historic Preservation Commission
recommended the actual site for the monument. The
displays in the Kentucky courthouses were ordered to
be installed by each county’s judge and later ratified by
the legislative body of each county. The Court has also
looked for evidence of governmental contact with church
authorities concerning the content or design of the exhibit
prior installation.
Ceremonies: The dedication of the monument in Texas
was presided over by two state legislators. The ceremony
opening the display in one Kentucky county was presided
over by the county judge and included a clergyman who
“testified to the certainty of the existence of God.”
Location: The Texas monument is located outside on
22 acres. According to the state’s brief, its “location
and orientation make it one of the least conspicuous
monuments on the grounds.” The displays in Kentucky
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were located inside on the walls of high-traffic hallways
frequently used by the public on a daily basis.
Surroundings: The monument in Texas is one of 22
monuments and 17 historical markers, including tributes to
soldiers and peace officers. Initially, the Commandments
in Kentucky were alone. The county expanded the
display twice, after the initial suit was filed- first to include
similarly framed county resolutions stating that the
Commandments were “the precedent legal code” and
referring to Jesus Christ as the “Prince of Ethics,” and
second (after the counties changed lawyers) to include
framed copies of the Magna Carta, Mayflower Compact,
Bill of Rights, Declaration of Independence, and the lyrics
of the Star Spangled Banner.
Intensity: The placement of the monument on the Texas
State Capitol grounds was found to be “far more passive”
than other examples previously considered by the Court.
The displays in Kentucky were posted in the courthouses in
a “high traffic area,” those being hallways “readily visible to…
county citizens who use the courthouse to conduct their civic
business, to obtain or renew driver’s licenses and permits,
and to register cars, to pay local taxes, and to register to vote.”
Duration: The Texas monument had existed at that location
for over 40 years before being challenged by the plaintiff,
who had first encountered the monument six years prior to
filing suit. Kentucky erected the courthouse displays in the
summer of 1999 and suit was brought that fall.
The differing results handed down by the Court
demonstrate that context is crucial when determining a
secular purpose. In Kentucky, even though other historic
documents hung on the two county courthouse hallways
separate from and in addition to the display at issue, the
majority of the Supreme Court characterized the display
(as a whole) as a “solo exhibit,” stating that when “the
government initiates an effort to place this [religious]
statement alone in public view, a religious object is
unmistakable.”
The “fact-based” nature of any religious display case means
that a set of standard guidelines is difficult to cultivate.
For example, two lower courts held that if the county had
erected the third expanded display in McCreary (which
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included the Magna Carta and other documents) first, it most
likely would have withstood scrutiny. A case in the Tenth
Circuit, Green v. Haskell County Board of Commissioners,
also dealt with a Ten Commandments display. Green v.
Haskell County Board of Commissioners, 568 F.3d 784
(10th Cir. 2009). In that case, unlike in Van Orden, the court
concluded that the display had a primarily religious effect
because two of the three County Commissioners made
statements, attended events, and generally supported
the monument in their capacity as commissioners. Further,
the monument was challenged in the same year it went
on display, like the display in McCreary County. Thus, the
court found that the display was unconstitutional.
What if a private entity, with the city’s consent, places a
religious holiday display on public property? City attorneys
advise that a city may diminish the likelihood that such a
display is unconstitutional by placing a sign disclaiming
any city endorsement or participation in the display, or
views depicted by the display. But that may not always
be enough. For instance, in Felix v. City of Bloomfield, the
court found certain restrictions on religious displays bind
even private entities. Felix v. City of Bloomfield, 841 F.3d 848
(10th Cir. 2017), cert. denied. In Felix, the Tenth Circuit Court
found a Ten Commandments display unconstitutional
even though it was created and donated by a private
party, was accompanied by several secular monuments,
was erected pursuant to a public-forum policy, and
included a sign disclaiming any government endorsement
of religion. While Tenth Circuit Court opinions, including
the aforementioned opinion in Green, are not binding on
Texas cities, they demonstrate that, while cities can look to
precedent for guiding principles, ultimately the outcome
in any given case may not be predictable.
Because the law in this area is not black-and-white, the
only way to ensure safety from litigation would be for cities
to make sure their holiday displays are strictly secular
in nature. Of course, many cities will decide to include
certain religious imagery as a part of their holiday or other
displays. In these cases, remember that religious symbols
should not generally form the main theme of the display
and be sure to contact your city attorney to determine if
the display will run afoul of the Establishment Clause. H
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CAREER H BUILDER

PUBLIC SECTOR
MENTORING:
NIGHTMARE OR
NIRVANA?
By Lisa Carver and Chris Terry,
Co-Founders, Public Service Exchange
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Let’s start from the premise that establishing and cultivating a mentor-mentee professional relationship is desirable.
Having someone give you the “inside scoop,” years of experience, and what to do or avoid, is one of best things that
can happen to you. Whether you’re starting out in your first
public sector post, changing jobs, or even just taking on a
new challenge, a helping hand would be handy. The trick is
to set your mentorship journey on a course that leads both
parties to a rewarding experience. Without such a deliberate approach, what starts as a dream professional partnership can spiral into a nightmare.

everything. But what if this person is your mentor? Although
they may actually like you, the negative perspective on
work may influence your own perception of public service
and your career path.

Beware the full moon and these toxic traits that may appear
in a potential mentor that you should avoid. Without further
ado, here are five red flags!

4. The “I Never Make a Mistake” Mentor (failure to admit
weakness) A benefit of mentorship is to learn from another
person’s mistakes. If a mentor cannot admit they’ve made
errors in the past, they’re not being transparent with themself or their mentee. The best lessons learned are often
from the mistakes we’ve made along the way.

1. ‘Re: Out of Office Reply’ Mentor (missing in action or MIA)
Never around – either through physical or technological
means – this mentor has very little time for you. If you only
have one or two interactions with a mentor a year (and
desire more), you should re-evaluate whether this mentor
relationship needs to survive. Leaders are busy, however;
mentors choose to make time for what’s important.
2. The “Sourpuss” Mentor (lack of encouragement)
I think we’ve all come across someone who is bitter,
disgruntled, and generally annoyed about anything and
HGACEnergy helps Texans with affordable
electricity

3. The “I’m All Talk” Mentor (poor listening skills)
Good mentors will not dominate the conversation. Rather,
meetings will be conversational. Listening is a critical skill
of an effective mentor. Be wary of mentors who have a tendency to take over the conversation (over talkers) or who
never ask for your ideas, input, or perspective.

5.
The “There is Only Way to Do This” Mentor
(unhelpful advice/close minded) Mentees look to mentors to help them achieve goals and give advice on how to
handle workplace situations and scenarios. When mentors
offer bad advice it can have a long-lasting impact on a mentee. If your mentor regularly offers you bad advice that results in poor decisions, negative interactions, or damaged
relationships, consider cutting your ties.
HGACLDC gives Texas businesses access to resources
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HGAC Public Safety hosts programs to keep Texas
citizens safe
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Because we have likely experienced some or all of these mentors, it’s
wise to keep active, engaged communication with a mentor to make
sure you are both meeting expectations. Also, remember you too are
not perfect, so be thoughtful in what you want out of a mentor scenario
before you seek one out.

Okay, So Wake Up! The Nightmare Is Over. What Does
Nirvana Look Like?
Some public entities use mentoring to improve diversity and inclusivity,
while others use it to expand the skills of their employees. One of the
greatest benefits of a mentoring program is the matches made and the
relationships that develop. A mentor can create a lifelong change in a
mentee’s life.
If you’re looking for a mentor, be clear about what you need from them
before jumping in headfirst. If you’ve been approached about becoming
a mentor or you’re currently looking for a mentor of your own, scout these
promising characteristics.
Availability A good mentor needs to be available at a reasonable and
regularly scheduled amount of time. If you’re asked to be a mentor,
make sure you understand, from the start, how much of your time the

mentee needs and discuss the logistics of
communication. Be proactive about creating
a schedule that works best for your mentor to
show that you value their time and appreciate
the energy they’re putting toward your
development.
Enthusiasm and Positivity A good mentor
should enter into their position with
enthusiasm. They should be confident and
demonstrate a positive outlook at all times,
even when commiserating about challenges
the mentee is facing. A good mentor genuinely
enjoys discussing their field of expertise and
is excited for the opportunity to share their
knowledge. We are not suggesting you and
your mentor will always leave the conversation
with feelings of rainbows, puppies, and
lollipops. However, a mentor with a “it’s
going to work out” perspective is a good trait.
Active Listening Good mentors don’t
impose their way of doing things. They try to
understand the mentee’s natural approach
to something and help them be more
effective without sacrificing their preferences.
If you’re a mentor, don’t talk all the time – listen
and provide the input that your mentee needs
to hear. And if you’re looking for a mentor,
seek someone who is empathetic and a great
listener.
Growth-focused Great mentors are lifelong learners and learn from their mistakes.
Mentees may challenge mentors with
questions and requests for words of wisdom.
A mentor who takes time to thoughtfully
research and answer any questions they
don’t immediately know the answer to is
exceptionally valuable because they’re willing
to grow alongside you rather than assume a
position of superiority. They also readily admit
they have made mistakes and are willing to
share the lessons learned.
Freedom to let the mentee fail without
chastising or carping is a crucial mentor
teaching paradigm.
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A mentor who really has your back isn’t there just to help
you succeed at this particular city; they’re there to help your
career go well, regardless of who you’re working for. They’ll
be valuable allies when you’re thinking of switching jobs or
even careers.
Model Behavior For a mentor to have credibility, they have
to do more than just tell their mentee how to be and what
to do — they have to live those things as well. If you get a
mentor who tells you one thing but does another, beware.
Either their advice is bad or their behavior is, but either way,
you’re getting mixed messages. If you’re a mentor yourself,
be sure to walk the talk.

Frisco Chief Innovation Officer Jason Cooley, Ph.D.,
attributes much of his professional growth to his personal
mentor, former City of McKinney and City of Plano Deputy
City Manager, Jim Parrish. “What Jim did so well as my
career Sherpa was to let me take chances without fear of
failure.” Jason says, “Jim was for me the classic profile of a
devoted mentor who often let me fly without a safety net
but I always knew he was there to catch me if I missed the
trapeze bar.” Jim and Jason were colleagues during their
tenure at the City of McKinney.
Give Feedback Communication skills are a must for a good
mentor, and it’s especially essential to provide thorough
and actionable feedback as the relationship develops.
Good mentors know how to couch constructive criticism in
positive language so that their mentee feels encouraged,
not hopeless. Seek a mentor who tells you straight up that
it’s going to take time and dedication to grow into your role.
A mentor who knows how to help you set both short and
long-term goals, and then effectively tracks those goals,
is one worth keeping. Feedback should always be aimed
at helping the mentee leverage their strengths and adapt
around their weaknesses.
Networking Skills Mentors are great, but nobody knows
everything. Really special mentors know how to network
not just for themselves, but also for their mentees. They’ll
put you in touch with people who have the knowledge you
seek but they don’t feel confident teaching.
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Good Fit for Mentee Ultimately, a mentor-mentee
relationship is just like any other in that professional
chemistry is vital. You could be the most enthusiastic
mentee and your mentor could be a public sector expert
who achieved the exact career you’d like for yourself but it’s
not a good match if your personalities clash.
At the end of the day, you’re sharing your biggest anxieties,
accomplishments, and curiosities with this person — make
sure it’s an individual you feel comfortable communicating
with and look forward to the conversations.
Is Mentoring Nirvana Within Reach? Sure, But Like Most
Idyllic Outcomes, You have to Put in the Time and Tactics.
Even if you are deliberate in creating, developing, and
maintaining the mentor-mentee relationship, there can be
hurdles to clear. Being a successful mentor is work. But
more work doesn’t mean the opportunity isn’t worth it.
Mentors are respected leaders who have a genuine interest
in helping new employees, counseling struggling workers,
or guiding fledgling leaders to realize their potential.
A huge part about being a mentor is being invested in
others. If you are reading this, you probably are already
somewhat invested. If you have considered seeking a
mentor, you should go for it. You may know someone who
has the positive traits to help guide you on your career path.
See? Mentoring nirvana can be a happy place for all. H
Lisa Carver and Chris Terry are the co-founders of Public Service Exchange, a virtual meeting space for intellectually curious public service leaders to exchange ideas. To learn more
visit www.publicserviceexchange.com.
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INSTAGRAM HIGHLIGHTS CELEBRATING CITIES

@beltontxparks
Happy Fall Y’all! 🍂🍂 Hope  e ve r yone is  e njoying this  wond e r ful
we athe r . What’s  your  favor ite  thing about fall?
#Be ltonTx #Love MyBe lton #Be ltonTe xas  #Be llCounty
#IHe ar tBe ton #MyTe xas City #Citie s Pr ovid e 
#Par k s And Re cr e ation #Fam ilie s Outs id e  #happyfall

@grandprairiepd
🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂 🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂 🍂🍂🍂🍂🍂e r s  and  pups  fr om  @gp_pr air ie paws  think  this  we athe r is 
unbe liLEAFably ple as ant! 🍂🍂

@TML_Texas
In the  City of Lind e n, a citize n walk s  to the  his tor ic
town s quar e  d aily to wate r  the  plants  and  flowe r s .
How wond e r ful is  that?
#lind e ntx #citize ns e ngage  #te xas citie s 
#m yte xas city

SHOWCASE YOUR CITY
Do you want to see your city’s photo here? Getting
published is easy as 1-2-3.

1: Use the hashtags #MyTexasCity and #CitiesProvide
on your Instagram account;

2: Tag us on Instagram (@tml_texas); or
3: If you’re not on Instagram, you can email us your
photo (jen@tml.org).
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LOOK FOR OUR
2021 POST-CONFERENCE WRAP UP
IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF TEXAS TOWN & CITY

